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Is there a dimension in the religious tradition of Islam related to “Myth, Philosophy, and Practice” confined neither to the prevalent juridical nor to the historians’ interpretation? As a participant in the Colloquium I began to probe this question in earnest. I looked beyond the Muslim jurists’ and theologians’ views of religious life, including thought and practice, shaped purely on the basis of God’s revelation to Muhammad codified as a complete set of laws—*the shari‘a*. In examining the intellectual traditions of Islam I concentrated on a school of philosophy known as the philosophy of illumination, *hikmat al-isbrāq*. This philosophical way, while including the impact of Hellenic philosophy on Islamic intellectual traditions, as does the Islamic Peripateticism, attempts further to incorporate a special initial and
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intuitive grasp of the whole of reality. In its attempt at a total formulation of reality the philosophy of illumination aims to construct a consistent system based on a prior innate knowledge. This prior knowledge is claimed to be based on an experience of reality not confined to cogitation and simple sense perception. The language of the philosophy of illumination in its attempt to combine philosophical construction and poetic perceptions is beyond ordinary language and ultimately mytho-poetic. As I examined, with a comparative eye, the varied texts in this tradition of philosophy in Islam, comparing its discursive language to its metalanguage of the experienced and the imagined, a set of issues presented themselves. These comprise questions relating to a type of experienced knowledge which in practice continues to inform and shape the world view not only of individual philosophers and thinkers, but also of a larger group of poets as it relates to their conception of God, man, and nature. Through a conscious use of poetic language employing metaphor and using symbols of widely known myths and legends, the illuminationist, isbraqi, tradition was able to go beyond the formal Peripatetic philosophical teachings and in so doing influence a much wider audience. This is evidenced in the widespread use of illuminationist terminology, symbols, and metaphors in mystical poetry and in allegorical mystical and philosophical tales. In this tradition, poetic wisdom came to be considered the final means by which man was to learn his position in the world. The illuminationist dimension in the civilization of Islam may be thought of as mystical indeed, but should not be identified purely with Sufism and with the history of Sufi orders. Here the language of myth, legend, and allegory is used to narrate stories that convey an experience of life not confined to the recitation of a singular revelation. Ordinary language is replaced by metaphor, and poetic wisdom comes to be the recognized end of philosophy.

In order to show the interconnection among myth, philosophy, and poetic wisdom I shall concentrate on the allegorical formulation of the philosophy of illumination, whose main proponent is the twelfth-century Persian sage Shihâb al-Dîn Suhrâwardî—the Divine Master as he is referred to in the texts—who in the year 1191 was executed by order of the Ayyubid Sultan Salahîn in Aleppo, on charges of proclaiming prophethood. His major writings have been published by the late Henry Corbin whose contribution to our understanding of Suhrâwardî’s thought and its impact on the development of “Iranian Islam” cannot be overstated. The philosophy of illumination is heir to an ancient Iranian religious world view that posits the material and the spiritual as necessary attributes of a single undivided reality. In systematically reformulating the principles of this world view on a mystical plane related to, but not restricted by Islam, Suhrâwardî ensured its continuity in Iranian culture in a vastly more profound and dynamic way.

To fully appreciate the poetic, metaphorical, and ultimately experiential character of illuminationist wisdom, it may be useful to deal briefly with the significant analytical and systematically philosophical part of the philosophy of illumination that serves as the discursive grounds on which it is founded. As with the systematic Peripatetic Islamic philosophy (predominantly the Avicennan doctrine) before him, Suhrâwardî’s philosophical works begin with the study of logic, continue with physics, and culminate with metaphysics. Suhrâwardî makes major methodological, structural, and conceptual changes to the traditional systematic philosophy of his time. The most significant distinguishing character of these changes is in Suhrâwardî’s departure from Peripatetic epistemology. At the very outset of constructing an epistemology Suhrâwardî rejects the Aristotelian theory of definition. The illuminationist theory does not accept the value of a unitary formula of an essentialist definition as a step in constructing philosophy. The Aristotelian bōra, the Avicennan al-badd al-tâmn, is rejected by Suhrâwardî on the grounds that the summius genus plus the differencia of a thing to be defined cannot be exhaustively enumerated in any definition. Thus an essentialist definition is considered to be only a turn of phrase, tabdîl al-lafz—a tautology—that does not convey knowledge of essence. In the language of current analytical philosophy Suhrâwardî’s views can be summed up by stating that the illuminationist view does not accept the validity of any definition by extension, and that a definition by acquaintance may be considered a valid type in certain cases. A thing’s essence may be known not through a constructed definition of it, but through an “experience” which, in the illuminationist terminology, is stated to be a vision, mubahâda, of the thing as-it-is. The same principle of vision is explained to apply to the corporeal as well as to the noncorporeal realms. In the activity of external sight, “vision” takes place at the moment when a sound eye meets an illuminated object—potentially knowable—when no obstacles exist between the two, and when a medium for the vision, i.e. light, is present. In internal or illuminationist vision, mubahâda, isbraqiya, “vision” takes place based on a similar principle. Here the subject is the philosopher-sage who has prepared himself to “see”
through praxis. The object is the illuminated and potentially knowable object of the realm of experience, known as the *mundus imaginis*, and light is a noncorporeal light that emanates from the source referred to as the "Light of Lights," *Nur al-anwar*. Illuminationist epistemology is thus based on direct vision, and knowledge is nonpredictive but depends on a relation, *idāfā*, between the subject and the object. The laws that govern illuminationist vision, such as its time and place, apply only to the separate realm of the *imaginis* and not to the corporeal. For example the time involved in a vision is a time without duration and thus measureless, called *ān*, and where it takes place is not in extended space. Illuminationist vision takes place in a durationless instant in a place that is not here or there nor above nor below. The realm of experience, the *mundus imaginis*, is real yet separate from the subject, who, however, when having a vision actually comes to "reside" there. In his theory of vision Suhrawardi does incorporate an Avicennan doctrine of intuition, *hads*, yet by giving it a fundamental role in the way knowledge of essence is obtained he moves further than Avicenna towards a philosophical position that I propose to call "primacy of experience and vision." In this paper I will omit discussing the philosophical side of the theory of illumination and vision and concentrate rather on the metaphorical and allegorical works by Suhrawardi. For this is the domain wherein a final poetic language is employed to create new myths that combine symbols and metaphors that continue to inform man of the experience of the whole of reality.
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The goal of the Philosophy of Illumination is to gain an unqualified knowledge of that which cannot be qualified: beyond a knowledge of God in His oneness, and of the identity of oneself with His being, its goal is the cognitive experience of a state of consciousness where all identities are obliterated, and with it all expressions and references. Those who possess it are invariably referred to as the People of Truth, of Reality, or of Love. This knowledge is argued as being superior to all other types of knowledge, including knowledge based on observation and argumentation. For while the latter rests on, and is limited by, the Active Intellect,[3] the proof of the former lies in the direct experience of its validity. The following story is cited by Suhrawardi by way of illustrating this contention:

One of the sufis was asked, "What is the proof of the creator’s existence?" He replied, "The morning renders the lamp unnecessary." Another of them says, "One who seeks God through logical proof is like someone searching for the sun with a lamp."[4]

In illuminationist terminology, this knowledge is nonpredictive and forms a "science based on 'presence,' and 'vision,'" *al-'ilm al-budāri al-isbāhi*, which serves as the basis for that which is subsequently acquired and explained through philosophical construction.[5] In its methodology, therefore, the philosophy of illumination employs discursive reasoning only in order to systematically depict the results of visions. In other words, it only makes use of the method of Peripatetic philosophy but does not consider it to be an end in and by itself. In sum, its definition and praxis are based on a primary intuition of time-and-space, and on a perception of reality that is extrasensory.

From a philosophical point of view, *bikmat al-isbrāq* is, or intends to be, a perfect synthesis between the Peripatetic and the Platonic schools of thought. Suhrawardi incorporates a reconstructed theory of knowledge in which intuitive reasoning, *al-ahkām al-hads*, comparable to the Aristotelian notion of "quick wit,"[6] together with the coupled process of vision-illumination, *al-mushāhada wa'l-isbrāq*, serves as the foundation for the construction of philosophy. In this respect he has, while employing the Avicennan term *al-hads*, given intuition a general epistemological priority confined by Avicenna only to certain ranks of individuals such as prophets.[7] Thus in the Avicennan view intuition is used to explain specific phenomena[8] and does not receive the same position in the foundation of a theory of knowledge as it does in illuminationist epistemology. Using a modified Peripatetic terminology, Suhrawardi identifies intuition, first, as an activity of the intellect in the *habitus*, *'aqī al-malāka*,[9] and secondly, as the activity of the holy intellect, *al-'aqī al-qudsi*;[10] but the most important activity of intuition is the subject’s ability to perceive the intelligibles and the essence of things instantaneously and without guidance.[11] "Judgments of intuition," *ahkām al-hads, bukm al-hads*, are thus valid forms of inference[12] and are of the rank of demonstration.[13]

Given the nature of its praxis, however, the philosophy of illumination has to be further qualified as a mystico-philosophical tradition which, rooted in Zoroastrianism and further influenced by Islam, provides a personal, spiritual, and always ecstatic way for contemplating, discerning, influencing, creatively shaping, and finally living, reality.
The structure as well as the individual components of the techniques by which this wisdom is attained are analogous to other highly evolved traditions such as Buddhism and classical yoga and, like them, find many points of correspondence with primitive and archaic rites of passage that transform a neophyte into a person of a qualitatively altered status and sensibility. Within the latter category, the closest analogy in terms of the ordeals and the initiatory pattern of the journey of the soul, the spatio-temporal concepts and the symbols used to depict them, and in the value given to magical prowess, is to be found in shamanic rites. For the esoteric knowledge gained by the initiated—usually though not necessarily through a master of initiation—may manifest itself in such occult powers as clairvoyance, the ability to heal, foresee the future, conjure up images, walk on water, and change his form at will. In sum, the Philosophy of Illumination is a unique synthesis of concepts and traditions as old and primal as those of the hunting societies of the paleolithic age and as late and refined as those of medieval Islamic culture.

The outstanding mode of presentation and instruction of this philosophy—both textual and oral—while didactic in style, is mythological in form and poetic in essence, myth and poetry being the most suitable media for eliciting an experience of an object and for expressing the transcendental and often paradoxical measures of reality. Suhrawardi’s use of myth and metaphor—both ancient Iranian and Judaeo-Islamic—is personal, creative, and synthetic and departs from the mainstream tradition in Islam where myth is neither the source of inspiration or the stuff of revelation. The Koran recognizes a selection of Biblical legends as testimonialis of prophethood, mubawwa, in the Abrahamic traditions, but it creates no myths of its own. Logos is the kalama, word of God, and the practice of religion is inspired and directed by what is derived from revelation, wahy, and the personal way, sira, of the Prophet Muhammad—the seal of the prophets, kbâtam al-anbiya, with whom revelation ends. In contradiction to this official notion, illuminationist philosophy holds that revelation is a continuous process manifest through personal revelation, ilham, and vision-illumination, musbahada-isbrāq: “God is not miserly that He close the doors of revelation and vision,” insists Suhrawardi. Revelation is not confined to the rank of prophets but is, in fact, accessible to all seekers, although more so if they have a special “aptitude,” or are more “worthy,” or “wise,” words well descriptive of Suhrawardi himself. One of his most poetic compositions entitled On the Reality of Love, or the Solace of Lovers, for instance, which is an interpretation of a Koranic revelation based on the Old Testament legend of Joseph—here in allegorical form—begins as a cosmogenic myth thus:

Know that the first thing God created was a glowing pearl He named Intelllect, ‘alal. . . . This pearl He endowed with three qualities, the ability to know God, the ability to know itself, and the ability to know that which had not existed and then did exist. From the ability to know God there appeared husn, who is called Beauty; and from the ability to know itself there appeared ‘isby, who is called Love. From the ability to know that which did not exist and then did exist there appeared hasn, who is called Sorrow. Of these three, who sprang from one source and are brothers one to the other, Beauty the eldest gazed upon himself and saw that he was extremely good. A luminosity appeared in him, and he smiled. From that smile thousands of cherubim appeared. Love, the middle brother, was so intimate with Beauty that he could not take his eyes from him and was constantly at his side. When Beauty’s smile appeared, a consternation befell Love, who was so agitated that he wanted to move. Sorrow, the youngest, clung to him, and from his clinging the heaven and earth appeared.

The tale goes on to relate how the brothers separated after the creation of Adam and how Beauty came to reside in Joseph and increased thereby; that Jacob grew intimate with Sorrow and Love became Zuleikha’s companion. And so on through twelve chapters Suhrawardi uses his own version and interpretation of this Biblical legend to expound on the nature and attributes of the human soul and the divine source of his condition. In interpreting the word of God, the claim to truth rests with the man who is at once a mystic, a philosopher, and a poet. “The worst era,” adds Suhrawardi, is when the world is devoid of the wisdom of such a sage, when “the mind soars no more, the doors of revelation are shut and the paths of visions are blocked.”

It should come as no surprise that over and above the appeal of its theoretical propositions, it is the practical end of the philosophy of illumination as a way of life and gnosis that came to dominate the Iranian mystical experience in the post-Islamic era. And heirs to the same traditions, it was the mystic poets of Persia—those farthest-reaching messengers of the Iranian world view—who went on to act as the main communicators of this ideology to a receptive audience that cuts across the Persian speaking world to this day.
The study of an illuminationist path of knowledge that reaches beyond philosophy should invite general interest among humanists, particularly in the fields of semiotics, the history of religions, and comparative mythology. I shall attempt to present the principles of this subject in terms that may serve such a purpose and will, therefore, focus on examining the nature of the illuminationist experience and the symbolic system in which it is expressed, and omit discussion of the theoretical foundations of the Philosophy of Illumination and its place in the history of Islamic philosophy.

Some remarks on the nature of the illuminationist universe and the type of people—real or fictitious—that reside in it are required. The cosmos in which the illuminationist experience unfolds is fourfold: 1) the world of controlling lights, ‘ālam al-anwâr al-gâbiyya; 2) of managing lights, ‘ālam al-anwâr al-mudallâbiyya; 3) of intermediaries, ‘ālam al-barâzîk, also of bodies; and 4) of dark-and-light-seeking suspended forms, ‘ālam al-yawwâl al-mu’allaqa al-zulmânîyya wa’l-mustânîra. The first world, that of controlling lights, is similar to the rank of the Plotinian universal intellect; it is noncorporeal and should be considered as the first station from where light is propagated from what is called the “Light of Lights.” The second world, also called the “Isfahbad lights,” manages the celestial domain, the movements of the spheres, and the affairs of men. In this last capacity the Isfahbad lights, especially the light called “Isfahbad al-Nasut,” serves the same functions as the peripatetic Active Intellect. The third world, called Barzakh, is the world of corporeal entities, simple elements, and material compounded bodies. The fourth world, the ‘ālam al-miṣthâl, also referred to as the “Heavenly Earth Hûrqâliyya,” or to use Corbin’s rendition, the Münâtus Imaginalis, is the most amazing and awe inspiring of all. The spiritual substances of this world that include the luminous (the good) as well as the dark (evil) beings may appear as Epiphanies, and although they are not experienced in Euclidean space, are real, musâbahqaq fi ‘ālam al-miṣthâl, and can be experienced, and “seen,” in the sense that they are accessible to a vision-illumination, musâbahada wa ishrâq.

The champions who populate this realm, Imagemakers, Abû al-Barâ’îyya (lit., those who possess the ability to create images), Wayfarers, salîkîn, or the Brethren of Abstraction, Ikhvân al-Tâjîrî, as they are variably called, constitute a category of prophets, sages, “divine” philosophers, kings, warriors, and mystics that include the Prophet Muḥammad, Pythagoras, Plato, the ideal king of the Avesta—Kaikhusrow—the greatest hero of the Iranian national epic—Rustam—and a long list of mystics that includes the martyred al-Hallâj, Ḥasan al-Bâṣrî, Dhu’n-Nûn al-Miṣrî, Sahl al-Tustâri, Abû Yazîd al-Bastânî, Ibrâhîm ibn Adham, and even Junayd and Shibli. Of particular interest is the exclusion of philosophers such as Alfarabi or Avicenna in favor of Hermes, Asclepius, Empedocles, Socrates, Plato, and others. Indeed the visionaries, arbâh al-musâhabâda, are said to be in opposition to the Peripatetics and are distinguished from them by their ability to gain knowledge of all intelligibles without recourse to teachers or texts, their inner vision allowing them to dispense with cogitation, fikr, altogether.

The individual who has obtained illumination through intuition has undergone a transition from a simple subject, al-mawdū‘, to a knowing subject, al-mawdû‘ al-mudrik, to a knowing, creating subject, al-mawdû‘ al-mudrik al-khullâq. This means a transformation from the natural state, näsîr, where man has to follow the ordinances of religious law, Sîri’a, to the first excited state where he seeks the object of quest beyond the confines of religion and reason, and finally to the state of unity, when as a knowing subject he enters the realms of power and divinity, jabarît and lâbît, and obtains knowledge of the invisible world, al-‘âlam al-ghubîb, and of the reality, baqiyya, of things and, thus, the power of creation, kun, (be!). This state of creation known as maqâm kun, is derived from the Koran XVI:42, naqî’ab kun fayakun, “[God] said to it, ‘Be!’ and it was.” It is in this final phase of creation where the individual soul obtains a vision of the Isfahbad lights—an imagery taken from Zoroastrian cosmology—and joins the exalted company of the Brethren of Abstraction, so called because they are free from the bondage of corporeality. “The divine Plato,” says Suhrwardi in his Intimations, “has related a story concerning [the experience] of his soul. . . . It so happened that I had retreated to my soul, and I had removed my body from extended space, jânîb, and I had become as though abstracted, without body, stripped of natural clothings, absolved from Prime Matter, bayûlû. So I realized that I had become a part of the elevated noble world, al-‘âlam al-a’lî al-sbarîf.”

Another class of intuitively illuminated persons who act as God’s vicegerents on earth and are named as members of this noble world are historical rulers such as the first four Caliphs: Abû Bakr, ‘Umar, ‘Uthmân, and ‘Ali. In fact, the Brethren of Abstraction are individuals who often serve political functions, the term political being taken in its broadest sense as referring to actions and relations that affect social
units beyond the person's immediate circle of associates. This attitude also reflects on Suhrawardy's list of luminaries from Persian mythology, epic, and legendary history, so that the magician-medicine man-king Afrîdîn of the Avesta who can change his shape at will, as well as the legendary Sasanian sage and king's counselor, Buzurgmihr, who is credited with—among other things—discovering the rules of chess, are also counted among the illuminati. From Avestan mythology he also borrows the concept of the Farrah-i Izadi, Divine Glory, which signifies a sometimes personified celestial quality that resides in and identifies the most exalted among men. In Suhrawardy, this Divine Glory is depicted as light and, as in the earlier tradition, is retained so long as the person is deserving of it; or in Suhrawardy's usage, continues to recognize its existence in himself. The illuminationist experience may in fact be summed up by saying that it is an experience of one's own being as a substantial light.

As the “Epiphanies of the Cosmos,” Mazâbîr al-’âlam, members of this spiritual fraternity are responsible for channeling wisdom, or Sacred Knowledge, al-khâmîrî al-muşâdala, in history, the wisdom that is synthesized in Islam, the quintessence of which is captured by Suhrwardy himself. The source of this wisdom is fourfold, the exemplar in each case being Hermes, the father of philosophy; Plato, the divine philosopher; Kayumahr, the progenitor of mankind [Gayo-maretan, the first man/mortal in Avestan mythology]; and the Brahmns who are collectively referred to as the “sources of Indian wisdom.”

The process by which this wisdom is attained is nowhere methodically delineated by Suhrwardy himself. However, it is possible to extrapolate from his writings a paradigm that describes it in terms of an ecstatic-like rite of passage in to Hûrqa’s that is marked by four stages of preparation, visionary experience, illumination, and definition. No one is barred from walking this path for it is submitted that every man possesses its two fundamental requirements: intuition, and a portion of the light of God.

The first stage consists of a rite of separation and is properly marked by ascetic practices and mental exercises that prepare the candidate for initiation. A forth-day fast “with a little agreeable food” that is ritually clean and legitimately acquired is prescribed, to be followed by a purgative consisting of “whatever is dear to the person,” “possessions, property, material things, psychological and carnal pleasures.” This is to be repeated until the person “can see things not with the physical eye but through the eye of logic” which is how “the people of reality” see things. The mental exercises should be directed toward gaining self-knowledge which is said to form the basis for the attainment of unqualified knowledge. When in a personal vision induced after a night of ascetic practices Suhrwardy confronts Aristotle with the problem of knowledge, was’alat al-’ilm, the “Master of Philosophy” as the latter is called replies: “Revert to your self (or soul).”

The search for “perception” and “discovery,” musâbâda wa mukâshafa, undertaken in a state of self-contemplation will bring the candidate to “see” his own essence and to recognize the “I” as that which knows his own self, dbât. Indeed, according to a fundamental component of the illuminationist epistemology, knowledge of the soul is self-constituted, for every individual is cognizant of his essence by means of that essence itself. In this preparatory stage, then, the successful candidate will come to accept the reality of his own existence and admit the truth of his personal intuition. “So I entered my soul,” declares Plato in the Intimations, “and went outside of everything else. I thus saw in my soul things of beauty and worth, and things that glisten and radiate, and [I saw] amazing beautiful primordial things.” In a treatise entitled The Shril Cry of the Simurgh, it is suggested that even without ascetic practices it is possible at times to experience this heightened sensibility spontaneously and without warning as when one is present in an open prayer-field amidst a sonorous festive crowd, or in the pitch of a clamorous battle, or on a galloping horse that takes the breath away.

The second stage of this journey is said to occur in a state between sleep and wakefulness where “one hears horrible voices and strange cries.” It unfolds by virtue of the “polar” mechanism of vision-illumination, musâbâda-ibraq, while the person is still in the same “unconscious state.” For the process to succeed, one has to eventually cease using the five external senses, replacing them by the internal ones: “When the inner eye is opened, the outer eye should be sealed to everything.” Elsewhere in a dialogue between Love and Zuleikha, the process is described in different terms as ‘scaling the nine barriers’ that lead to the City of the Soul. In Suhrwardy’s personal experience, the process is achieved not through cogitation nor speculation but “through something else.” This “something else,” as we are told by the author himself and by the commentators Shahrazûrî (13th c.), Qub al-Din al-Shirazî (14th c.), and later by Hirawi (17th c.), is that special experiential mode of knowledge called “illuminationist vision,” al-musâbâda al-ibraqiya. The epistemology of this vision is worked out in great detail by Suhrwardy and is the subject of much discussion by all later com-
mentators, reformulated and reexamined by one of the leading twentieth-century Muslim isḥāqī philosophers, Seyyed Kāzīm ‘Aṣṣār.

Vision-illumination is accompanied by sensations of ecstasy, khalsa, euphoric pleasure, latbās, and eventually, by a total numbness of the body." In the beginning it induces visionary experiences of flashes of light, or lightning bolts of different degrees of duration and intensity, which are at times accompanied by thunderous sounds such as are not heard in the world. This veritable son-et-lumière constitutes fifteen stages and culminates in a spectacular vision of a “glittering divine light,” al-nūr al-ilāhi, so violent that it tears the body limb from limb.3 This light then penetrates the seeker in the form of a series of “apocalyptic lights,” al-anwār al-sāhiba, that illuminate him in such a way that he may go on to obtain a knowledge that will then serve as the foundation of real sciences, al-’ulūm al-haqiqiya.50

Vision-illumination acts on all levels of reality. On the human level it acts sense-perceptibly as the sight, ihšār, of an object, al-mubšr, that is illuminated, mustanir, by the sun, which in Suhrawardi’s Zoroastrianizing nomenclature is called the “Great Hurakhsh,” (Av. Hvar Khāša, “the radiant sun”). The process of self-realization which began in the first stage induces in him a vibrant eagerness, shawq, to “see” the being just above it in perfection, and it is this act of “seeing” that will effect the process of illumination.35 On the cosmic level, every “abstract light” is directly illuminated by the Light of Lights, and sees the “lights” that are above it, a gradational upward movement which is possible because each “light” instantaneously, at the moment of vision, illuminates the one lower in rank to itself.

The propagation of light from its highest celestial origin to the lowest terrestrial elements53 is achieved by means of intermediary principles called the “controlling/managing lights” al-anwār al-qahriyya/maḏdbira, a class of which—called the “Isfahabā lights”—directly illuminate the human soul, and as already stated, enable it to receive knowledge.55 In other words, the power of the eye to “see” derives from a hierarchical structure that reaches up to a single source.46 Also, according to the same paradigm, it is ultimately possible to “see” the emanating-by-essence, fayyād bi al-dhāt, Light of Lights,57 everything else being a degree of its intensity and thus “connected” to it without any disjunction, infisl.58 The Light of Lights is the most apparent to itself, and therefore the most self-conscious being in the universe, and its luminosity, nūriyya, essence, dhāt, and power, are the same.39

The relevance of the imagery of light to a philosophy of illumination is self-evident and ultimately springs from the sun’s unremitting, brilliant, warm, and fructifying presence in the heavens. In particular though, it is rooted in a universal association of light with lucidity and knowledge, a symbolism that from a phenomenological point of view derives from the sun’s transparent luminosity. Again, and in light of the context and collection of symbols that appear in Suhrawardi’s works, it can be explained as a vestige of the Zoroastrian heritage where it is the symbol par excellence of Ahura Mazda’s eternal creation and stands for the highest moral principal. Also light imagery is a common Platonic, Aristotelian, and Plotinian metaphor, but the view that where light is no longer therein does exist real dark beings is specifically Zoroastrian. In the philosophy of illumination as in the Zoroastrian tradition, the “Light of Lights” is at once ideal and real, both an abstraction of the incorporeal quality of celestial existence and a quality of these ideal forms when they are personified on earth. Thus, while the transparent quality of light is used as an abstract symbol by Suhrawardi to signify knowledge, the brilliance and heat generated by it are used in a literal sense as it were to signify the candidate’s inner illumination. Their combined effect engenders a new metaphysical condition in such a way that the enlightened man becomes a source of light, i.e. knowledge, himself, while the dark beings, who also dwell in the mundus imaginalis, will continue their attempt to prevent the light from emanating from the source.

In this respect, too, Suhrawardi’s usage of what may be called the “Iranian” form of this symbolic code resembles Zoroastrian concepts for it duplicates, on a philosophical and mystical plane, the ideological concept earlier referred to as the “Farrāh-i ʿIzād,” the god-given mark of distinction possessed by the glorious few, which though an abstract quality in essence, may at times be personified as well.40 Compare, for example, Suhrawardi’s notion that “incorporeal souls” obtain an “image of the light of God,” mithbāl min nūr Allāh, which the faculty of imagination imprints upon the “tablet of the sensus communus,” lawḥ al-his al-muḥtarak. It is by means of this image that they obtain control over a “creative light,” al-nūr al-khāliq. Through the instrument of the creative acts of the illuminated subject’s imagination, vision takes place, that is, knowledge is obtained.52 It may be noted that in both Zoroastrian doctrine and in Suhrawardi a person may lose his right to the continued possession of this source of power and glory.53

Some general remarks deduced from Suhrawardi’s accounts of the cosmographic features of the territory wherein the visionary experience does take place is in order before proceeding further. Ḥūrqālā or ʿālam al-mithbāl, at times ʿālam al-khayāl, as it is called by Suhrawardi
and terre céleste or the mundus imaginalis by Corbin, has already been mentioned as the fourth dominion of the illuminationist cosmos. This is a land beyond the corporeal, of the essence of the fabulous, hurqalya ḍhāt al-‘ajā‘īb; it is the eighth clima, al-‘iqlim al-thāmin. Access to it is gained through the active imagination when it becomes mirrorlike, turning into a zone where an epiphany, mazhar, may occur. One is said to travel in it not by traversing distances but by being witness to “here” or “there” unsituated and without coordinants. Seeing sights in this clime is identified as effects suffered by the soul, or experiences within the self-consciousness of the objective ipseity. The mundus imaginalis is an ontological “realm” as it were whose being, though possessing the categorical attributes, i.e., they have attributes of time, place, relation, quality, quantity, etc., are abstracted from matter; which is to say that they are ideal beings with a substance, usually depicted in a metaphorical term as light, which differ from the substances of other beings only in respect to their degree of intensity.

Thus it can be seen that Hurqalya is a region suspended between the purely intelligible and the purely sensory, where time is not an Aristotelian measure of distance, nor space a Euclidean extension in time. But for all its imaginal qualities, this, in the words of Corbin, a “concrete spiritual universe.” Like Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin before him, Corbin qualifies the mundus imaginalis in terms of what he calls a “neo-Zoroastrian Platonism” where he states: “It is most certainly not a world of concepts, paradigms, and universals,” for the archetypes of the species that populate it have “nothing to do with the universals established in logic.” Rather, they are an “autonomous world of visionary Figures and Forms” that belong to “the plane of angelology.”

A word of caution must be said here against the temptation to identify the mundus imaginalis with Plato’s Realm of Ideas. Suhrawardi himself is quite specific on this point and distinguishes between his suspended Forms, al-ṣawwar al-muṭallaga—which are the real beings of the eighth clima—and the Platonic Forms. Platonic Forms are discrete and distinct entities, or things, in the realm of intelligible lights, while the real beings of Hurqalya are part of the continuum of the imaginalis. Later commentators of illuminationist philosophy divide the mundus imaginalis into a continuous and a discrete realm, mutasil wa munfasil, defining the discrete one as a self-constituted realm separate from individual particularization, and the continuous one as a realm which may appear as a series of epiphanies, or as creative acts produced by the imagination.

Let us now look at an allegorical and narrative account of a visionary experience related in Thé Sound of Gabriel’s Wing, with the young Suhrawardi himself as the neophyte, which interestingly enough has structural correspondences to a rite of initiation proper into manhood. It occurred one dark night, says Suhrwardi, “when I had first emerged from the women’s chambers and some of the restrictions of infants had been lifted from me.” Our sense of the transitional quality of his state is strengthened by the following combination of imagery: awakened by a dream and overcome by despair, the youth heads for the man’s quarters, candle in hand, where he wanders till the break of dawn. Here he ventures into his father’s khānaqāb (a chamber for sufi gatherings), that is, into a sacred ground closed to women that brings him into the primacy of the spiritually eminent. The idea of separation from the profane world is sealed by another image: he shuts tight one of the two doors of the khānaqāb, that is, the one that opens to the city. The account of his ecstatic journey into the wonderland begins as he turns the handle of the second door, the one that leads out into the field. It is here that this “untutored,” “unworthy,” “unenlightened,” “naive child” as he is called by a master, is to receive instruction that will change his status forever.

In our account of Suhrwardi’s allegory of a sojourn in this realm, the land Hurqalya, we note that as in quest journeys of traditional tales, his first startling, exotic, and unexpected encounter takes place just across the threshold of the world which he is about to leave. One step beyond the door of the khānaqāb that opens to the field, he beholds a group of old men of supreme grace and beauty, with white hair and splendid garments, seated on a magnificent tiered throne. Typical of the quality associated with the experience of the mysterium, the youth is struck with a dreadful sense of awe and wonder. Again, following a traditional pattern, his initial fear is dispelled after he makes contact with the strangers. “Pray, sir,” he asks the one seated on the lowest level, “from which direction have you been honored us with their presence?” “We are a group of abstracted ones,” replies the old man, “come from the direction of Nākūjā-ābād, là makān.” “In which clime is that?” asks the mystified youth. “In the clime to which we cannot point” comes the reply, and we know that Nākūjā-ābād—literally “No-Wheresville”—being the negation of space itself, may not be located on any earthly map. In the treatise on love cited earlier, Sorrow calls it the Sacred Abode where his home stood in the Region of the Soul, Rūh-ābād, on Beauty Lane.”
The fairytale quality of the above image is discernible enough, but the type of elegiac grace and mythic nostalgia stimulated by the internal rhyme of the original Nākuja-ābād cannot be translated. The word evokes an existential yearning to recapture a mythical time and territory of perfect and primordial qualities now lost, except to the imagination. Elsewhere Suhrawardī situates it on the summit of Mount Qāf, a motif borrowed from Islamic tradition which in post-Islamic Iran came to be identified with Harā, the great cosmic mountain of the Avesta that rises at the center of the world. In a treatise entitled The Red Intellect, the initiation master tells the novice—here depicted as a fettered falcon in search of freedom—that like himself, the novice too “has been brought” from Mount Qāf, and that “eventually everything that exists returns to its initial form.” The Red Intellect itself is no less a person than “the first child of creation,” elsewhere depicted as a glowing pearl. He is a traveler in constant motion who has seen the Seven Wonders of the world which are enumerated as Mount Qāf itself, the Pearl—that glows by night, the Tūbā tree, the Twelve Workshops, David’s chainmail, the sword Balārak, and the Spring of Life. In the description of each entity that follows, Mount Qāf stands as a symbol for the perilous barrier (of eleven stages) that has to be crossed before one may reach the inner dominion beyond the sensible world. Other than using the linguistic terminology of a mystical philosophy, Suhrawardī resorts to myth as metalanguage in order to communicate the extrasensory dimension of this imaginary land.

The rest of the text of The Sound of Gabriel’s Wing is in the form of a dialogue between the old man and the youth. Acting as an initiation master, this tailor-traveler, as he calls himself, who knows God’s Word by heart, guides the youth through a cosmic tour, or “an arrangement of the existential order, the angelic realm, and the occult mysteries of heaven and earth,” to use a description for the object of knowledge from a treatise entitled The Shrielf Cries of the Simurgh. As elsewhere in the teachings of Suhrwardī, verses of the Koran and on occasion of the Torah are cited in the text and invested with an illuminationist interpretation. By the time the session ends the apprentice has learned “enough of the science of tailoring” to be able to patch up a garment when needed. And although it is unlikely that he should learn much of God’s Word in his condition, he is taught “a strange alphabet,” by means of which he may “learn any chapter,” i.e., any science, that he should wish to in the future.

On the source of, and the interconnection between, the Word and the Spirit, for instance, we learn that God has several Great, luminous, Words of hierarchical value, the first of which stands to the rest as the sun does to the stars. From it issue an intermediate series of Governing Words called the “Incoherents,” and these are the angels. The last is Gabriel, the Word that engenders the innumerable, inexhaustible category of Lesser Words that include human spirits and are themselves a prerequisite for ascending to the presence of God. From here it is argued that Jesus is both Word and Spirit, which two we are told exist in every man as well, and “being so closely interconnected,” “stand for one reality.”

The text goes on to warn that the ignorant may misinterpret this miraculous constitution when it manifests itself outwardly in a man, an example being the predilection of Sulayman Tamimi who was accused of sorcery; the man defended himself by explaining that he was, rather, “one of God’s words.” Suhrwardī himself is known as a khalīq al-barāwī, creator of images, and said to have engaged in magic, nayrāyī. Likewise, the words of another sufi master, Abū’-Ali Fārūmī are ridiculed by a fanatic who calls them “the ravings of a madman.” Elsewhere in a treatise called A Day with a Group of Sufis he says “the mad call such a one mad” who isolates himself from mankind for he cannot find words to describe his “delight in the unseen things.” The inner dialectics of the Word/Spirit in this treatise are better appreciated when we note that the passage begins with the novice asking the master whether he and the other nine men over “worship” God, i.e., address him in words, and the answer is, “No... If we were to worship, it would not be by the tongue but with a limb that knows no movement,” which is to say, with the spirit.

The one word to use in order to describe the structure of reality as it is thus far revealed is hierarchica1, and in so far as the essence of the foremost entity is eternal and unchanging, it may be further qualified as absolutist. As evidenced by the grade-system of lights earlier discussed, this structure is at once a conceptual frame within which the dynamics of reality are described and a functional means by which it comes to be known. The source of all light is one, and gnosis is achieved by ascending the scale of lights which are illuminated by it in a descending order. In this treatise other than the classes of Words noted above, the ten-tiered throne itself is arranged in an ascending order of rank, ending at the topmost level with a “master teacher” who instructs the one below him, and so on back down. Of these only the
lowest in rank may converse with the uninitiated who occupies a similar position in the human structure. Another example is an allegory of an astrological map in the form of a translucent sphere of eleven inner layers that the master points out to Suhrawardi in the courtyard of the khanqāb. Animals, water, sand, and luminous discs are found within particular areas of its layers, which are themselves the handiwork of the ten masters. Again, it is only the lowest two layers that may be penetrated. Elsewhere Mount Qāf which surrounds the world, i.e., the external senses to be overcome by the seeker, is said to consist of eleven other mountains, the first two of which are highlighted as being extremely hot and extremely cold. It must be underlined that this insistence on overreaching the sensible world does not amount to a denial of its reality for instance in Indian thought where salvation is viewed as an ultimate and unqualified negation of existence. The two are rather posited as concomitant necessities of one another. One may even go so far as to say that this duality is celebrated, as when the newly created Adam is described by Love to be “an amazing thing, both heavenly and earthly, both corporeal and spiritual,” who has received “not only the other side, but a portion of our own realm as well.”

This latter contention is further supported by the fact that the structure reveals a second, horizontal axis, which in symmetrical, relativist terms qualifies another set of the attributes of reality. No single category defines this set which may relate to physical, metaphysical, moral, intellectual, emotional, spiritual, or other attributes of either the macrocosm or the microcosm. This is represented in our text by the Archangel Gabriel’s two wings. As the master explains to the youth, his right wing is of pure light; it is associated with enlightened souls, and its totality “is an abstraction of the relation between his being and God.” His left wing is marked with dark spots; it is associated with “the vainglorious world of sound and shadow… the Wrath, the Awful Cry and the events [of the Last Day].” It is a “sign that Gabriel’s being has one side toward not-being.” And so, “if you look at the relation of his being to God’s being, it has the attribute of His being.” When you look at the realization of his essence, istihqāq-i dbāt, it is the realization of nonexistence and a concomitant to possible existence, lāzim-i shayad-bhād.

The horizontal axis is repeated in the description given of God’s angels, the “messengers” who, as the master points out, are said in the Koran (XXXV:1) to be “furnished with two, and three, and four pairs of wings.” The relationship between the two axes is revealed in the master’s additional comments on the same Koranic verse: “The two are mentioned first because 2 is the closest of all numbers to 1, then 3, then 4. Thus, having two wings is nobler than having three or four.” In his totality, then Gabriel signifies the axis mundi: on the vertical level he represents eternal order and the one God—albeit on a different scale—from whom he is issued; on the horizontal level he represents a simultaneous spread of possibilities, i.e., infinity, finitude, and potentiality, and mankind who issue from him. By being No. 2 in order of hierarchy and having only two wings in the symmetric order, in his flight upward or down, and in the expansive spread of his wings, Gabriel is the first in whom the total structure of reality is crystalized, this being a direct superimposition of the horizontal axis on the vertical one. Other forms may symbolize the same concept on different planes, such as the Active Intellect, Isfahbad-i Nāsūt, Jesus Christ, or Sraush. This is because their essence reveals the same double axis, by virtue of which they share in the ability to move between two worlds. On the human scale this position is represented by Adam who elsewhere is defined as an “amazing” creature for he is both heavenly and earthly, corporeal and spiritual.

The parallelism with Zurvanite interpretations of Zoroastrianism which posit two creative principles of light and dark that issue from a single, eternal source—Time—is plain and needs no further comment. Suffice it to say that in Suhrawardi the system remains on the level of a metaphysical construction and does not strictly speaking translate itself on the moral plane as does its religious antecedent.

One last vision of a different order should be mentioned before ending our account of Suhrawardi’s illuminationist journey. Prompted by a question on the part of the youth, the master embarks on a discourse on generation, regeneration, and perpetuity; motion, motivation, and stasis, using the less esoteric imagery of family, food, and progeny, which, combined with the attainment of knowledge, is the object. He explains that each of the ten old men has a mill, and although celibate, a son to manage it as well. The speaker himself has innumerable sons who are periodically born to a slave girl who sits at the center of the mills. When her eyes meet the master’s in direct opposition with each revolution of the millstone, she conceives. Each son takes his turn at managing the four-leveled mill, and then joins his “father” for good, never wishing to return to this perilous state again. During all of this, the state of the masters remains constant and unchanged. In other words, once the toil of material existence or exis-
tence on the level of the senses is ended, the ‘son’ may represent the vertical axis along with the ‘father’. Until then, like the two-winged Gabriel, he possesses qualities of both axes and symbolizes the point of the cross that is itself symbolic of the totality of reality.

“Then, as day was breaking in my father’s khānaqāh,” says the narrator of the tale The Sound of Gabriel’s Wing as he ends his account, “the outer door was closed and the door to the city was opened. As merchants began to pass by, the group of old men disappeared from before my eyes. In my perplexity and regret at the loss of their company I sighed and moaned, but it was of no use.” The youth had entered the dark chambers guided by the light of his own candle; he leaves it now as the whole world is illuminated by the light of the sun. Dawn becomes a symbol with two opposing referents: on the material level it announces a new day, a return to the “city”—here, the world of the senses—and on the spiritual level, an altered state of mind, enlightenment, and the world beyond.

The sun-candle alternation, suggesting as it does the relation between the real and the imaginary, or to look at it from another angle, the ethereal factor that separates the two is not an isolated image. In many of his treatises Suhrawardī refers to Simurgh, the fabulous bird/medicine-man of Persian mythology and epic poetry, to express the same complex of concepts. Simurgh appears in the Avesta as a primordial falcon with his nest on the Tree of All Seeds and Healing from which all edible and medicinal plants are produced. According to Middle Persian sources it is the beating of its wings that breaks the twigs and scatters the seeds of the tree, an image that Suhrawardī transforms to Gabriel and all that is engendered from him. Finally, in the Shāhnāma his nest is atop Mount Qâf, and endowed with magical powers, he is the protector par excellence of his favorite epic heroes. In Suhrawardī he turns into the archetype of the Active Intellect and the life-force of creation: “At every instant a Simurgh comes from the Ṭubâ tree to the earth and the one that is on the earth simultaneously ceases to exist.” It is the image of this bird who “flies without moving” and “soars without wings,” and whose reflection blinds the beholder, that best captures the essence of the visionary experience: intense, paradoxical, fantastic, primordial, mysterious, ecstatic, awesome, and swift as thought. But “don’t you know that all these are symbols?” says the old master when the youth asks him to describe the form of Gabriel’s wings. “If taken at face value,” they “produce nothing.”

This visionary experience in the world of images opens the gates to the third state of illumination during which, equipped with that strange alphabet that is the illuminationist methodology, the initiated man may set himself the task of obtaining knowledge of the whole. Lastly, he may broach the fourth state which consists of a philosophical definition and construction of the knowledge gained and of committing it to writing by means of what is called lisân al-šíáb, the “language of illumination.” This is a mode of communication that, to judge by Suhrawardī’s life and works, includes not only texts such as those just presented, or the linguistic code as such, but also the metalinguage of nonverbal codes transmitted by the presence and personality of the sage himself. Textual and historical evidence indicates that a circle of initiates received such communication from Suhrawardī in his lifetime, although it is hard to determine with certainty whether they formed a fraternity, properly speaking. But while his violent end on charges of sacrilege may have inhibited any interest in that direction in the period following his death, his legacy was preserved and propagated through Persian literature.

In conclusion it may be suggested that theilluminationist path to wisdom gained dominance in post-Islamic Iran because its holistic world view and syncretistic approach to reality was able to absorb the new Islamic ideology and reformulate it in a relevant way that retained some of the essential premises of the old tradition. It gained appeal over and above strictly analytical and rational tendencies in Islamic thought in part because it continued to seek the perfect form, though on a mystical plane, and because it employed a philosophical method of investigation and instruction that achieved order through diversity. Likewise its mode of expression recreated a vision of the perfect beginnings, evoking the hope that it can be eternally recovered even amidst the chaos of the present. To sum up, the Philosophy of Illumination never ceases to promise that there is method to this madness.

Notes

1. For a discussion of the concept of Divine Law, Shari‘a, in Islam, see Fazlur Rahman, Islam, 100-116.
2. For a discussion of circumstances leading to Suhrawardi’s execution see Thackston, *The Mystical and Visionary Treatises*, pp. 1-4. Detailed accounts of Suhrawardi’s biography are to be found in historians of philosophy such as Ibn Abī ‘Uṣāfiya, Qīfī, and especially in Shahrāzūrī’s *Nuzhat al-arūd*, vol. 2, 119-42. Shahrāzūrī’s account is of particular interest because he is himself an illuminationist philosopher.

3. I do not wish to here give an exhaustive list of Corbin’s many works on Suhrawardi, but I shall refer the interested reader to Corbin’s *En Islam Iranien*, where volume 2 entitled “Suhrawardi et les Platoniciens de Perse” is entirely devoted to the study of illuminationist philosophy; and to his “Prolégomènes II,” in Suhrawardi, *Opera II*, 1-102.

4. The distinction between discursive philosophy, *hikma bakkhiyya*, and intuitive philosophy, *hikma dbawqiyya*, is a crucial one in the philosophy of illumination. This distinction is discussed in detail by Suhrawardi and is similar to the distinction as applied to the works of Aristotle. (See, for example, Vecher Kal, *On Intuition and Discursive Reasoning in Aristotle*, especially 44-53.) Illuminationist wisdom, according to Suhrawardi, may only ensue when the intuitive, *dbawqi*, and the discursive, *bakkhi*, are completely and harmoniously blended together by a rank of divine philosophers known as *al-fakama al-muta’alibin*. See, Suhrawardi, *Opera II*, 11-12. Commentators, especially al-Hirawi, discuss the types and ranks of philosophers who combine *dbawqi* and *bakkhi*. See al-Hirawi, *Anawariyya*, 12-14.

5. See, Mehdi Ha’iri Yazdi, *Knowledge by Presence*, 99-106. Ha’iri Yazdi argues that illuminationist theory of knowledge and Russell’s theory of knowledge by acquaintance have two points in common. However, it should be made clear that the idea of intuitive knowledge in illuminationist philosophy is not restricted and that Suhrawardi does claim that intuitive knowledge has the same rank as demonstration and thus not subjective simply.

6. ‘Vision of a thing’ in illuminationist epistemology is equated with knowledge. This specifically intuitive mode of knowledge is called “knowledge by presence,” *al-’ilm al-budrī*, in the more Platonizing traditions of Islamic philosophy, and is discussed in detail by Ha’iri Yazdi. See, Ha’iri Yazdi, ibid., especially 73-161.


8. In a section in one of his allegorical visionary treatises, *The Simurgh’s Shriii Cry*, Suhrawardi discusses the idea of self-annihilation in the Being of God and focuses on a rank of sages “the most nesterly of all” who have “destroyed expressions and eradicated references,” and with it any indication to an objective ispeity. See Thackston, *The Mystical and Visionary Treatises*, 95.


13. Avicenna’s contributions to a theory of intuition have been extensively studied by Professor Herbert Davidson who generously shared his vast knowledge of the subject with me, for which I am grateful. See, for example, Herbert Davidson, “Alfarabi and Avicenna on the Active Intellect,” *Viator, Medieval and Renaissance Studies*, volume 3 (1972), 167ff.


17. Ibid.


20. Usually in the last section of his theoretical works Suhrawardi discusses the extraordinary capabilities of the most noble sage-philosophers. See for example, Suhrawardi, *Opera II*, 505.

21. Suhrawardi, *Opera II*, 10. This most significant passage in Suhrawardi’s writings is commented on by al-Hirawi. “This is because the Active Intellect is always present on the Clear Horizon (Koran: XXII: 81) which is the final end of the intelligible world, and there is no singleness in the principles [of being], thus the gates of emanation, *fayd*, . . . and revelation, *mukāshafa*, could not be closed.” (Anawariyya, 4-5).


25. This division is much-contested by Mullā Sadrā, who divides the cosmos (al-‘ālam) into the traditionally accepted triplicate form as follows: 1) the world of sense perception, this world; 2) the unseen world; the world of the hereafter; 3) the intelligible world (Ta’līqāt, 147 margin). See. also. Fazlur Rahman, “Dream, Imagination and ‘Alam al-Mithal,” 169-72.
26. The visionary experience is such that the person sees "forms most beautiful and artful who speak to them... and they will see suspended forms, mutbul mu'alaqat, ... and they will hear most thunderous sounds." Suhrwardi, *Opera II*, 240.

27. Suhrwardi, *Opera III*, 76.


29. Suhrwardi, *Opera III*, 446.

30. Ibid.

31. This amazing state of creation through which the "Brethren of Abstraction can create any subsistent form they wish" (Suhrwardi, *Opera II*, 242), is further associated with the ability to revive the dead ( Venezuel by the commentator al-Hirawi (Anwarzīyya, 223).

32. See Suhrwardi, *Opera I*, 73, 73n, 95, 103, 113; idem, *Opera II*, 242, 252.

33. Suhrwardi, *Opera I*, 112.

34. Suhrwardi, *Opera III*, 447: 3 khalisa-yi khudatab budad dar zamin.

35. The nineteenth Avestan hymn, the Zamyād Yašt, is dedicated to the Xvareneh [Xvarah], Farnah.

36. These are instructions given to Suhrwardi himself by his master; see *A Day with a Group of Sufis*, translated by Thackston, *The Mystical and Visionary Treatises*, 48.


38. Suhrwardi, *Opera I*, 70: "3jijj ilā nafsika."


41. Suhrwardi, *Opera I*, 112. Science of Lights, al-‘ilm al-anwar, which is the foundation of the philosophy of illumination is said by the commentators (both al-Hirawi and Shirāzi) to be "in agreement with Plato’s beliefs... This is mentioned in his books called the *Timaeus* and the *Phaedrus* as well as in his epistles, rasā’l." (Anwarzīyya, 7.)


43. Ibid., 93.

44. Ibid., 49.

45. Ibid., 66.


50. See, for example, Suhrwardi, *Opera II*, 4, 13, 40, 257.

51. Originally worshiped in Zoroastrian Iran as both the physical phenomenon and the god that represented it, the sun, Hvar, came eventually to be identified with the god Mithra, and like him, is invoked three times a day in the liturgy; see Mary Boyce, *A History of Zoroastrianism*, vol 1, *Handbuch der Orientalistik*, 8 Bd., 1 Abs., Lf. 2. (Leiden/Köln: E. J. Brill, 1975) 69.

52. Suhrwardi, *Opera II*, 139-41: "wa kull wāḥid yushāhīd Nūr al-Anwār."

53. Ibid., 142-43.

54. Ibid., 139-40, 166-75, 185-86. Note that the managing lights function on the human level as al-anwar al-nastīya (*Opera II*, 201), as well as on the cosmic level as al-anwar al-falakīya (*Opera II*, 236).

55. Ibid., 201, 213-15.

56. Ibid., 134.

57. Ibid., 150.

58. Ibid., 137, 146.

59. Ibid., 124.

60. Ibid., 121-24.

61. In the *Avesta* it departs from Yima in the form of a bird; in the Middle Persian epic Kārnāmāk i Artsāzār i Pāpākān, it unites with the future king in the form of a ram. For a discussion of the concept and sources see Arthur Christensen, *Les Gestes des rois dans les traditions de l’Iran antique*, Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1936, 9-41.

62. This is when the knowing subject, as the self-conscious monad, becomes the creative subject.

63. Thus, for instance, Yima and Kavi Usan among Avestan kings who submit to the moral faults of arrogance and ‘falseness’, i.e., commit an act against cosmic order.

64. See Suhrwardi, *Opera II*, 254-55; Cf. al-Hirawi, *Anwarzīyya*, 222, where Hūrgalāyu is said to be one of the imaginal spheres, aflāk-i mithālī, “traveling” to by Pythagoras.
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